Overflow
Matt Maher

Capo 3:

Intro
D Gsus2 | Em7 A7sus4
F Bbsus2 Gm7 C7sus4

Verse 1
Your grace is power,
D G Em7 A
F Bb Gm7 C

Your will forever,
D G Em7 A
F Bb Gm7 C

Your love is a river;
G A D
Bb C F

Verse 2
Your word: true presence.
D G Em7 A
F Bb Gm7 C

Your body: our recompense.
D G Em7 A
F Bb Gm7 C

Your blood: salvation;
G A D
Bb C F

Verse 3
Your worship of you,
D G Em7 A
F Bb Gm7 C

It’s your gift to us from you.
D G Em7 A
F Bb Gm7 C

No one could give this gift but you;
G A D
Bb C F

Refrain 1
Overflow in me, my Lord,
G D A
Bb F C

Overflow in me, my Lord.
G Bm A
Bb Dm C

Let your people bless you as your cup is poured;
G A
Bb C Dm

Refrain 2
Overflow in me, my Lord,
G D A
Bb F C

Overflow in me, my Lord.
G Bm A
Bb Dm C

Let your people bless you as your cup is poured;
G A
Bb C Dm

Refrain 3
Overflow in me, my Lord,
G D A
Bb F C

Overflow in me, my Lord.
G Bm A
Bb Dm C

Let your people bless you as your cup is poured;
G A
Bb C Dm

overflow in me, my Lord.
Bridge
We lift up our hearts.
\[ G \quad Bm7 \quad A \]
\[ B \quad Dm7 \quad C \]
We lift up our souls.
\[ G \quad D \quad A \]
\[ B \quad F \quad C \]
We lift up our minds.
\[ Bm \quad Em7(add11) \quad A \]
\[ Dm \quad Gm7(add11) \quad C \]
Every good thing is yours.
\[ Em7(add11) \quad A7 \]
\[ Gm7(add11) \quad C7 \]
Yeah, every good thing is yours, so overflow.

Guitar solo

Coda
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